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Growing momentum to support carbon 

pricing September 2014: at UN Climate Summit, +1000 companies 
& investors and 74 national governments call for a price on 
carbon 

June 2015: Letter from the CEOs of six global oil and 
gas companies to the UNFCCC and COP President, 
calling carbon pricing 

September 2015:  Joint declaration by major US banks on 
climate change states that policy frameworks must recognize 
the cost of carbon 

October 2015:  Launch of the Carbon Pricing Panel 
consisting of 6 heads of state 

Open Letter to UN and 
Governments from 6 oil 
and gas companies 

November 2015: Convened by WEF, the Climate 
Leadership Group - a coalition of 73 CEOs - calls for 
pricing carbon as a top priority 

June 2015: G7 communique supports more action 
on carbon pricing 

December 2015:   The Paris Agreement sets ambition for 
achieving < 2 degrees C; at COP21, Carbon Pricing Leadership 
Coalition launched; Carbon Pricing Panel features 6 heads of 
state  

2016:   nearly half of NDCs explicitly reference carbon 
pricing/markets 

December 2016: Canada sets first national carbon 
price with 8 provinces joining the deal 

2017: China expected to launch the national ETS towards 
Q3/Q4 of 2017; possibility of carbon tax if not ETS 



Expansion of jurisdictions putting a price on 
carbon 

40 national jurisdictions 

 

24 sub-national jurisdictions  

 

13% of global emissions (7 GtCO2e) 

Source:  World Bank Group, State & Trends of Carbon Pricing (October 2016). 

 
The annual value of instruments 
implemented is just under  

US$ 50 billion 
 

Prices used vary from  

US$ 1-131/tCO2e 
 
Key developments  
(2015-16): 
 
Canada sets its first national 
carbon price; 8 provinces signed 
deal to implement carbon tax or 
cap-and-trade 
 
Ontario passed 
legislation for an ETS in 2017; 
Alberta established a carbon tax, 
starting from 2017 
 
Mexico announced 
national carbon market starting 
in 2018, with an ETS 
as the preferred option 
 
Chile and Colombia 
considering setting up ETS 



More companies are using internal carbon pricing 

1200+ 
companies  

disclose the use of an 
internal carbon price – or 
intend to do so in the 
next 2 years 
 

 

517 companies are 

already using internal 
carbon pricing as an 
accounting and risk 
management tool (19% 
increase from 2015) 

 

Source: CDP, Embedding a Carbon Price into Business Strategy (September 2016). 



Source:  World Bank Group, State & Trends of Carbon Pricing (October 2016). 

Prices and 
coverage of 

existing 
carbon pricing 

systems 
are 

insufficient to 
put us on a 2-
degree path 



A common set of key issues 

• Competitiveness and concerns about carbon leakage 

• Distributional impacts – e.g., higher energy prices for low-income 
households 

• Alignment of carbon pricing with other policies 

• Productive use of revenues – to ease the transition, accelerate 
technology innovation 

• Linking and networking different carbon pricing systems 



CPLC Working Groups  
Building and sharing the 

evidence base 
Mobilizing business 

support 
Fostering government 

leadership 

 

Goals: 
• Create a repository of global 

experience with CP policy design and 
implementation, collecting best 
practices from around the world.   

• Synthesize the latest analysis on key 
issues and share results on emerging 
solutions. 

 

Activities: 

METRIC guidelines for carbon pricing 

links 

Syntheses of key CP issues  

(e.g. Distributional impacts, linking, co-

benefits, carbon pricing with respect to 

fiscal policy, border adjustment 

measures) 

Sector specific briefs for electricity, 

maritime, forestry sector 

Peer reviewed articles on carbon pricing 

Engagement of more academic 

institutions 

 

Goals: 
• Advance knowledge of corporate 

readiness strategies, such as internal 
CP mechanisms. 

• Brief and engage executives and 
investors on carbon pricing, potential 
implications for investors, and business 
rationales for supporting CP. 

 

Activities: 

Explore new sectoral work in key sectors 

(cement/construction, maritime, financial 

sector) for sharing experiences on 

internal carbon pricing, competitiveness 

concerns, and government policy 

recommendations tailored to specific 

sectors  

Knowledge products, workshops and 

peer exchange to facilitate use of 

internal CP 

Executive briefing papers 

 

 

Goals: 
• Create a platform with Partners for 

north-south and south-south 
collaboration among businesses and 
governments on lessons and 
experience on carbon pricing system 
design and implementation 

• Host global and regional leadership 
dialogues 

• Organize national 
government/business dialogues with 
tailored analysis 

 

Activities: 

Develop a government engagement 

roadmap to enhance efforts to price 

carbon in specific jurisdictions or sectors 

Regional dialogues to explore 

networking of markets;  

National government/business dialogues 
  



Join Our Coalition of the Working 


